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Abet rac t~In  this paper, we introduce the notion "scattered-card|hAl interpolation" and obtain a 
necemuwy and sufficient condition for the solvability of this interpolation scheme. We aim general- 
ize some results of de Boor, H~lig and R idder ,  Chui, Jetter and Ward, and Jetter and 
R ie~e ider  on the correctness of lP-cardlnal interpolation on Z d or its mzbmodule. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The term cardinal interpolation originally refered to the problem of interpolating data at the 
integer points of the real line. The subject was systematically studied by Whittaker [1]. In the 
early 1970's, Schoenberg [2] developed the beautiful theory of cardinal interpolation by cardinal 
splines (spllne functions with knots at integer points). In 1983 de Boor and DeVote [3] discovered 
the boz splines, the multivariate analogue of the univariate spline functions. Since then, there 
has been a large number of papers devoted to the generalization of Schoenberg's cardinal inter- 
polation theory to box splines, de Boor, H~Uig and PAemenschneider [4]proved a fundamental 
theorem which relates the solvability of cardinal interpolation to the non-vanishing property of 
a certain discrete Fourier transform. Major Results of this research area were recently surveyed 
by Riemenschneider [5]. 
In the last several years, employing radial basis functions in cardinal interpolation has been 
successful. In several interesting examples, uch as the thin plate spline by Duchon [6] and Hardy's 
multiqeadrics [7], cardinal functions have been explieitely derived in terms of their Fourier trans- 
form by Buhmann [8], Madych and Nelson [9] using different approaches. Most of the com- 
monly used radial functions do not decay at infinity, and this causes both practical and theoretic 
problems. However, a certain linear combination of translates of these functions, although not 
compactly supported, do have a desirable decay rate at infinity. This important fact has been 
noticed and utilized in one way or another by many authors, including Buhmann [8], Chui, Jetter 
and Ward [10], Dyn and Levin [11], Guo, Hu and Sun [12], Jackson [13], and Madych and Nel- 
son [9,14]. This observation motivates one to use such linear combinations to perform cardinal 
interpolation within the cardinal spline interpolation framework established in the univariate case 
by Schoenberg [2] and in the multivariate case by de Boor, H61lig and Riemenschneider [4]. To 
do this, we must first verify the validity of these classical theories in the "non-compact setting." 
Jetter and Riemenschneider [15] studied cardinal interpolation on submodules of Z d generated 
by invertible matrices. They established some parallel equivalence conditions of the solvability 
of the interpolation scheme for compactly supported functions. 
In this paper, we introduce the notion of scattered-cardinal interpolation, which means inter- 
polating on a subset of the integer points, and we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
solvability of this new interpolation scheme. We also show that the general theory ov cardinal 
spline interpolation by de Boor, H~llig and Pdemenschneider [4] and Jetter and Riemenschnei- 
der [15] holds true on arbitrary submodules of Z ~ with non-compactly supported functions. 
The autho~ is very grateful to the refere~ for many valuable suggestions which have enhanced this work. 
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2. RESULTS AND PROOFS 
Let p, 1 _< p _< co, be given. The phrase "l p scattered-cardinal interpolation with a function f" 
in this paper refers to the following problem: 
Let J be a subset of Z ~, where Z a denotes the set of all points in I~ having integer components. 
For any given sequence d :-- (di)jEj • /P ( J ) ,  find a unique sequence  : -  (cj)jE~ E P'(J), such 
that 
ck .f(j - Ic) -- dj, j • J. 
kEJ 
Usually, the search for f is restricted to a class of functions that (a) are easily calculated and (h) 
have some prescribed egree of smoothneas. 
In the special case where J - Z d, the above interpolation problem is referred to as cardinal 
interpolation in the literature. 
Let ~ be the operator defined by the matrix (f(j--k))j,kE~,. With some proper decay condition 
imposed on f,  T$ is a continuous linear operator from/P(J)  to/P( J ) .  Then, the interpolation 
problem has a unique solution if and only ifT$ is one-to-one from IP(J) onto/P(J). In this case, we 
say that the scattered-cardinal interpolation on J is P'-solvable. Here, we follow the terminology 
used by Chui, Jetter and Ward [16]. (When p = co, de Boor, HSllig and Riemenschneider [4]
used the word "correct.") 
de Boor, H~llig and Riemenschneider proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be continuous on R d with compact support. Then, cardinal interpolation 
with f is ! °°-solvable if and only if the function 
70')  : = t'(.i)e 
jEZ* 
does  not  van ish  on  T d : - [ -~ ' ,  a'] d. 
Jetter and Pdemenschneider [15] generalized this result to submodules of Z d generated by 
invertible matrices. 
The function j7 is called the symbol of f by Chui, Jetter and Ward [16]. Using Theorem 1, 
Chui, Jetter and Ward showed that for a piecewise polynomial function ~b with compact support, 
the following four statements are equivalent: 
(i) Cardinal interpolation with ~b is l~-solvable. 
(ii) Cardinal interpolation with ~b is/P-solvable for all p, 1 <. p _< co. 
(iii) The symbol of ~b does not vanish on T d. 
(iv) Cardinal interpolation with ~ is/°°-solvable. 
In what follows, we shall first establish a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability 
of 12 scattered-cardinal in~rpolation. We then show that Theorem 1 and the above mentioned 
results of Chui, ~Ietter and Ward and ~letter and Riemenschneider hold true on any submodules 
of Z a for any continuous function with proper decay at infinity. 
Consider the space E consisting of all the complex-valued continuous functions on H a such that 
sup {1I( )1(1 + I 1) < co, 
~E8 ~ 
for some e, e E (0, 1). Then, the following results are elementary: 
(i) E C LI(Ra). 
(ii) Let ] E Eand J C Z d. Then, for anyp,  1 <_p< co, nude:= (cj)j($ e iv(J), the 
function ~ je J  c j f (z  - j )  is well-defined and continuous on ~.  
(iii) E j~ J  If(J)l < co. Thus, the function f j (z)  := E jE J  f(J) e'j= is continuous on T a. 
(iv) The operator T$ defined by the matrix ( f ( j  - k))j,kE$ is linear and continuous from l~(J) 
to l~(J), and in the case where J is a submodule of Z d, we also have liTjUp <_ ~']~jG$ If(J)[, 
where [17~ [[~ denotes the operator norm of Tj on lP(J). 
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LEMMA 2. Let f E E, and J C Z d. Assume f j ( z )  > 0 for all z E T d. Let cx := rain ~(z )  
sET  ~ 
and c2 := max f j (x).  Then, for any X C J such that j - k E J whenever j, k E X,  the linear 
operator Tx defined by the matrix (f( j  - Ic)) £kCX is positive definite on 12(X), and the following 
inequalities hold: 
c~ll.ll~.~x) _< (Tx., ~) _< c=ll.llT=~x) 
for each element a in l=(X) which, in particular, implies that the linear operator Tx is one-to-one, 
from l~(X) onto 12(X). 
PROOF. For ease of notation, here we use both a t and a(j) to denote the components of the 
vector a, and we will choose one according to the need of the context. For any j, h E X, we may 
write 
k) - (2~r) -d fT" f j (z)  e - '( j-k), dz. f(J 
Since a E 12(X), the function ~'~jex aje ij= is an element of L2(T4), and therefore an element of 
LI(T d) since T d is compact. Apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem if necessary (in the 
case X is an infinite set), we have 
(Txa) ( j )=~'~f ( j - -k )a (k )=(21r ) -d JT  (~-'~ ak eikz) f J (z)  
kEX ~ kEX 
e -0= dz. 
Since the function (~'~¢x ak e ik=~) 7~(z) is an element of L2(Td), we have Txa E 12(X). 
Using The Dominated Convergence Theorem again (if necessary), we have 
(TXa, a I "- ~_. f ( j  --/¢) aj 
jEx 
Hence, 
Similarly, we can prove that (Txa, a) < c~ II~ll~,<x). | 
We give an example which shows that the condition j - / c  E J whenever j,/c E X is essential. 
In R, let J = X = {0, 1, 2} and take a function f E E satisfying f(-2) = 16, )'(-1) = 8, 
f(0) = 4, f(1) = 2, f(2) = 1. We see that ~(z )  > 0 for all z E [-lr, lr]; however, the linear 
operator defined by the matrix ( f ( j  - k))~,k~ x is singular. 
THEOREM 3. Let f E E, and let J be a submodule of Z d. Then the following two results are 
equivalent: 
(i) ~(Z)  >0 for a l l zET  d. 
(ii) There exist two positive constants c1,c2, depending only on f and J, such that the fol- 
lowing inequalities hold: 
czllall~=(x) < (Txa, a) <_ c=ll=ll~=(x) 
for any X C J and each element a := (aj) jcx E 12(X). 
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PROOf. The direction "(i) ==~ (ii)" follows from Lemms 2. To prove the direction "(ii) ==~ (i)," 
assume that Tj is positive definite on 12(j). Thus, the sequence {f(J))~eJ is positive definite, 
and so is the sequence {j~(j))~z,, where )~(j) = f( j )  i f j  ~ 3 and f( j )  = 0 i f j  ¢ J. Since 
i( J) = (2~r)-d/T ~ f,r (z) e -i~s dz, 
for all j ¢ Z ~, i.e., {f(J))/~z' are the Fourier coefficients of the function f'j(z), by Herglota's 
Theorem (see [13]) and the Uniqueness Theorem of Fourier coefficients, we have ~(z )  > 0 for 
all z ~ T ~. It remains to show that, for all z ~ T d, f~(z) ~ 0. Suppose ~(z0) = 0 for some 
z0 ~ T d. We then have 
f ( j  _ ~)e ,~-~)~o -- 0. 
j,k~J 
For any given ~ :> 0, there exists a positive integer N, sufficiently large, such that 
./¢~,l./l<-,v ~.~,I~I_<N 
( i )  
We define an element b := (bj)jc.T by letting bj = e ~j~° if [Jl -< N and bj = 0 otherwise. Then 
we have [Ibll~,(:) >__ N. Inequality (1) indicates 
(T:b, b) < e = ~ Jv __. ~ Ilbllz,(:). 
This contradicts the assumption that there exists a constant cx > 0, depending only on ] and J, 
such that 
(T:a, a) >_ ~xll~llP,~.~) 
for all a E 12( J). | 
Theorem 2 yields the following result which generalize Theorem 2.2 in [15]. 
COItOLLAltY 3. Let f E E, and let J, X be two submodules of Z d. If X C J and if Tj(z) > 0 
for all x E T d, then fx(x) : -  ~"~$EX f(J) eij~ > 0 all x E yd. 
Let A(T d) denote the space of continuous functions on T d having an absolutely convergent 
Fourier series, that is, the function f for which Y~jczd If(J)l < oo. The mapping f - ,  {f(j)}j~g, 
of A(T a) into l l(Z d) is clearly linear and one-to-one. It is well-known that A(T ~) is a Banach 
algebra under the norm IIfIIA(T') = ~ jsz*  If(J)l and the pointwise addition and multipfication 
of functions. The following important result is known as Wiener's Theorem; see [17, p. 202] or 
[18, p. 266] for the general version. 
LEMMA 4. (Wiener) Let ~ E A(T d) and s~sume that ~ ranishes nowhere on T d. Then, ~-1 E 
A(T~), wh~ ~-x(ffi) = 1/(~(ffi)) for ~ ffi ~ T d. 
THEOItEM 5. Let f E E, and let J be a submodule of Z d. Assume ~(z )  ~ 0 on T ~. Then, for 
any p, 1 ~_ p ~_ oo, the linear operator Tj defined by the matrJx ( f ( j - -  k))i,bEj is continuous and 
one-to-one from IP( 3) onto lP( 3). 
PItoor. We already know that T is continuous from/P(Z d) to/~(Z~). Note that f ( j )  = f( j )  
for j E J, where f( j )  = 1/(21r) d fT, ~(z)e-'J" dz are the Fourier coefficients of the function 7. 
Since f(z) ~ 0, by Lemma 3, f -x E A(TJ). Let TJ denote the operator defined by the m.~trix 
( f - l ( j  _ k))j,kEJ. Then, TJ is linear and continuous from P'(J) to lp(J). We show that T~TJ = 
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TJT~ -- I, where I denotes the identity operator on IP(J). Let a : -  (a(j))~e.~  ie(J). We have 
= ~ f - '~( l -  j) ~ f " ( j -  k)a(I¢) 
JEJ ~'EJ 
I~EJ 
= .(0. 
This proves TjTJ - I. Similarly, we can prove TJT~ - I. | 
LEMMA 6. Let f E E, and let J be a submodule of Z d. Assume that there ex/sts some z0 E T d 
for which ~(z0)  = 0. Then, the linear operator Tj defined by the matrix ( f ( j  - k))j,~e~ is not 
il~jective on i°°( J). 
PaOOF. It is easy to see that if i j ( z0 )  = 0 for some z0 6 T d, then the nonzero vector (effffi°)~Ej is 
in the intersection of ker Tj and l °° (J). Thus, Tj is not injective. This short proof was essentially 
given by de Boor, HSllig and Riemenschneider [4]. | 
Theorems 3, 5 and Lemma 6 yield the following theorem. 
TH~.OREM 7. Let f ~ E, and let J be a submodule of Z d. Then, the following four statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) does not , ish on Y' .  
(ii) Cardinal interpolation with f on J is l~-solvable. 
(iii) Cardinal interpolation with f on J is i°%solvable. 
(iv) Cardinal interpolation with .f on J is lP-solvable for all p, 1 <_ p <_ oo. 
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